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Abstract 

This article discusses preliminary results of a study of the author’s use of gaming to facilitate 

research-based writing assignments in her classes, focusing specifically on a 200-level general 

education introductory literature course, The Medieval World, taught in Spring 2023 at 

Lindenwood University in Missouri, U.S.A. The purpose of the study was to determine whether 

approaching topic selection for the research-based writing assignment in a general education 

literature course through gaming could result in more student buy-in and thus, greater student 

retention, better student work, and a more successful learning experience and outcome for such 

an assignment than does a traditional academic approach to this work. The preliminary findings 

show that this approach did lead to more and higher quality engagement and a generally positive 

experience with the research-based written assignment for this class, as reported by students via 

survey and reflection and verified by the professor’s observations of the quantity and quality of 

those students’ work. 

Keywords: General Education, Game-Based Learning, Gamification, Video Games, Role-

Playing Games (RPG), Collaborative Learning Communities 

Introduction 

Post-pandemic, college admissions stabilizing at a downward trend (NCES, 2023; Berg, Lee, 

Randolph, Ryu, & Shapiro, 2023), general public and student-specific ambivalence regarding the 

value of a college degree (Lederman, 2023; Marken and Hrynowski, 2023; Nemecek, 2023; van 

Kooten, 2023) and, within a degree program, a generally ambivalent-to-negative student 

perception of the value of general education coursework, noted in student opinion pieces and 

scholarly studies (Hanstedt, 2020; Wetherington, K.C., 2021; Buercklin, 2022; Veara, 2023; 

Cope et al, 2023), together with rising awareness of the disproportionate issues students of color, 

first-generation and non-traditional students, Pell-eligible students, and most recently, male 

students, face regarding successful completion rates (Barshay, 2023; Startz, 2022; Whistle & 

Hiler, 2018; Reeves & Smith, 2021), have resulted in institutional concerns regarding student 

retention and satisfaction. In response, administrations, faculty and staff are engaging in 

increased efforts to attract and retain students, including measures such as rebranding the 

university, redesigning curriculum and degree programs, and revising institutional learning 

outcomes, all in the name of improving students’ satisfaction with their college experience.  

The classroom experience is one essential means by which faculty can contribute to positive 

student learning experiences and promote student growth and development, personally and 

professionally, thereby supporting student satisfaction and retention efforts. Faculty who teach 

general education courses, in particular, have the twinned opportunity and responsibility to reach 

students beyond their areas of specialization, and are tasked with engaging students from a wide 
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variety of backgrounds and preparations who are enrolled in their courses to complete 

distribution requirements and may or may not actually be interested in their subject area. 

Locating approaches that engage and retain interest in courses in one’s specialization from 

students who are not majors in a given area of study is becoming more and more challenging, as 

students question the worth of such courses beyond their major and career goals. This is 

evidenced in the sampling of student opinion pieces in school papers noted above and in surveys 

that show students often view general education coursework as a checklist of requirements to 

complete and irrelevant to their needs and interests (Mintz, 2020).  

There are, therefore, a number of challenges related to teaching general education; as a professor 

in Humanities (English and Gender Studies) here are five the author of this study most 

commonly sees in her own composition and literature general education courses, with 

representative student comments reflecting them: 

1. The majority of students enrolled in the class are taking it solely for gen. ed. 

requirements and have little to no interest in the subject. (“I’m only taking this class 

for gen ed”) 

2. Students who are not English majors often feel insecure about their ability to do well, 

especially on written assignments. (“I’m not good at English”) 

3. General education courses include students from every level, first-year to senior, and 

include transfer and nontraditional students; thus, there is no reliable common ground 

in training. (“This isn’t my major/ I’ve never taken a literature course before”) 

4. Students come into general education courses with a variety of educational 

backgrounds and preparation from other areas of study. (“I’m a xxx major, I don’t 

know enough about this subject for you to expect me to research in it”) 

5. Many students, particularly at the second year and above, do not feel they should 

have to conduct coursework or research outside of their area of study. (“This is just a 

general education course, why do I have to do a research project?”) 

One or more of these challenges can be enough for a student either to drop the course, to stop 

attending the course, or to fail the course and/or its major assignments. They are exacerbated by 

both outside forces such as health, family circumstances and work-related issues, like those on 

which the pandemic shone a spotlight (Hu et al, 2022; Sanchez, 2022), and larger institutional 

concerns tied to student demographics, as noted above. DFWI rates tend to be relatively high in 

general education courses, which include required introductory courses such as Composition 

often identified as “gateway” courses and courses with larger enrollments, in comparison to 

major courses. Although the course on which this study is based is a literature course, rather than 

a composition one, it does require writing, and non English/ Humanities majors typically view 

any course requiring extensive reading and writing to be difficult. This, in turn, amplifies such 

students’ perception that the course does not meet their needs or interests and thus, does not hold 

value for them, which reinforces their sense that the course is harder, making dropping the 

course or simply not completing it more possible than otherwise might be the case. Meeting 

students where they are and helping them to advance themselves personally and/or professionally 

and to find value in a course sometimes well beyond their comfort zone while navigating all of 

these challenges is difficult, and in today’s academic environment in which the value of what is 

happening in the classroom is continuously interrogated, even more so. To do so while also 

meeting course objectives and institutional learning outcomes requires professors, particularly in 
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general education courses, to be increasingly thoughtful and innovative in course, assignment, 

and assessment design. The video game-based project in The Medieval World and this 

corresponding study of student experiences of it are a preliminary foray into such a deliberate 

and intentional approach. 

Methods 

The efforts toward addressing these concerns undertaken in the on-ground, traditional 16-week 

general education literature course The Medieval World, taught at Lindenwood University in 

Spring 2023, took into consideration several factors in addition to the five challenges noted 

above: 1. The professor’s own ethos as a professor, which emphasizes student-centered 

pedagogical practices and culturally responsive assessment (Ridley Elmes, 2020); 2. The need 

for assignments that offer students training in research and writing skills and competencies with 

transfer value across disciplines, yet also hinder cheating and the use of Chat GPT and similar 

programs to complete complex writing assignments so students do, in fact, receive that training; 

and 3. The institution’s newly adopted graduate learning attributes and teaching framework, 

RISE (Rigor, Inclusiveness, Support, and Engagement). To meet these various challenges and 

needs, the author determined she would make use of an assignment she had employed with 

success in other of her courses—the use of video games to jumpstart student selection of 

research topics—in support of the major research and writing assignment for this course. Having 

never formally studied the effectiveness of this approach, although the author knew it had been 

popular and successful with past students, she took this study as an opportunity to reframe the 

assignment specifically for the class under investigation, redesigned for a general education 

student population and aligning explicitly with the university’s new graduate attributes and RISE 

teaching model. Redesigned, the scaffolded assignment included time in class to go over the 

assignment components and assessment guidelines two weeks prior to its start, an orientation 

with a reference librarian two weeks prior to its start, a week of gaming and reflection via a 

gaming log, selection of a research topic based on student reflections and professorial feedback 

one week after gaming, submission of an annotated bibliography three weeks after gaming, and 

submission of the completed project three weeks after the annotated bibliography was 

completed. 

The author then undertook a study consisting of two formal surveys of student experience with 

general education research assignments and playing video games, conducted pre- and post-

gaming via Qualtrics; of assessment of the quantity and quality of work they completed towards 

the project, measured via professorial observation; of assessment of the quality of the final 

product and how many students successfully completed the project, measured via professorial 

observation and grading criteria; and of evaluation of the students’ perception of this research 

and writing project compared with others completed for general education courses, measured via 

survey and student reflections. The overall investigative goal for this study was first, to 

determine whether this approach is an effective alternative to more traditional means of 

identifying a topic for research (e.g. the professor assigning students a topic or giving them a list 

of subjects to select from), measured by student self-reported satisfaction with their research 

topic and outcomes; second, to determine whether the assignment aided in student retention and 

success in the class, measured by project completion and course DFW rate; third, to determine 

whether this approach measurably improved student perception of the research and writing 

assignment in the course, indicated via survey and student reflection; and fourth, whether the 
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project as designed could help students perceive greater value in taking this course in comparison 

to other general education courses, measured by survey. 

Framework 

As mentioned above, this assignment was framed within the graduate attributes and RISE pillars 

for Lindenwood, focusing on a general student population. The assignment was designed to be 

utilized by students of every level of undergraduate college preparedness and experience, from 

first-year students to seniors, and every demographic, from transfer, nontraditional, and 

international students to students of any gender, race, ethnicity, social class, and religious 

affiliation. Making use of Lindenwood’s graduate attributes and RISE pedagogical model as the 

framing of this assignment regarding institutional expectations for students in terms of degree 

outcomes and for professors in terms of pedagogical goals and approach ensured that it 

organically dovetailed with the university’s vision. This approach provided a check and balance 

on outcome rooted not merely in the professor’s own ideas of effective assignment design but in 

an institutionally developed and approved model. Figure 1 lists the graduate attributes and RISE 

goals, with those focused on in this course and project highlighted in yellow. 

Figure 1. Lindenwood University Graduate Attributes and RISE instructional goals 

So framed, the pedagogical goal for this assignment was to:  

1. Relocate Student’s Inherent Curiosity and Drive to Know More (RISE: Engagement) 

2. In service of facilitating an original student-designed research project (RISE: Rigor) 

3. Using students’ intrinsic interests and personal proclivities  (RISE: Inclusiveness) 

4. With the professor’s support via pedagogical choices (RISE: Support) 
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In addition to using RISE as a means of developing effective student-oriented teaching practices, 

faculty at Lindenwood select one or more graduate attributes to attach to each course taught. 

Student progress towards the graduate attribute(s) selected is assessed in each class via a 

“graduate attribute signature assignment” the professor develops expressly to measure the 

course’s effectiveness towards helping students to develop the selected attribute(s).  For the 

students in The Medieval World, the primary graduate attribute formally being assessed was 

analytical thinker, with the professor’s own secondary interests for this study being to help them 

develop adaptable problem-solving, effective communication, and lifelong learning. This 

translated to the following assignment description: 

General Education Category 

Human Culture: Literature; Human Diversity 

Graduate Attribute 

Analytical Thinkers 

Graduate Attribute Definition 

Analytical Thinkers use data and evidence to form judgments about complex situations. 

Graduate Attribute Signature Assignment and Description 

Video Game jumpstarted research project. Students in this class will spend approximately 

6 hours playing a video game of the student’s choice that is based loosely on the 

medieval period: for example, Skyrim, Assassin’s Creed: Valhalla, Medieval Dynasty, 

Lord of the Rings Online, or Kingdom Come: Deliverance.  

Based on your game play, with the instructor’s guidance, you will develop a research 

project on some aspect of the Middle Ages of particular interest to you, conduct research 

using at least 6-8 credible peer-reviewed sources, and write an essay documenting your 

subject, including its relationship to the gaming world you examined. 

Here is how the assignment meets RISE goals on the student’s side of things: 

Rigor: 5 page research essay with 6-8 credible peer-reviewed sources. 

Inclusiveness: Students select a game they want to play, and a research topic from their 

game play that is unique to their experiences and interests 

Support: instructional guidance at each stage of the assignment 

Engagement: students using media many of them already consume regularly as a 

gateway into the subject research 

Participants 

The participants in this study were the students enrolled in the Spring 2023 general education 

literature course, The Medieval World, taught by Dr. Melissa Ridley Elmes at Lindenwood 

University. Of the 23 students enrolled in the course, 18 agreed to participate in the surveys; only 

seventeen followed through with the full first survey beyond the initial demographics section. In 

the initial survey conducted prior to gaming students were asked to answer questions related to 

demographics, to provide a record of the representative sample with which the author was 
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working. Figure 2 records their responses, providing a snapshot of the class breakdown in terms 

of academic year, family educational history, age, gender, and ethnicity, all elements that have 

been documented to play a role in student experience and success in college and all elements that 

can affect a student’s perception of general education coursework in comparison to major 

coursework. These demographics are relatively representative of this university’s overall 

population regarding age and race/ethnicity; it was surprising to have such a large number of 

male students enrolled in the course, as usually the author’s literature courses skew more female 

to male.  

 

Figure 2. Demographics of ENGL 20105, The Medieval World, Spring 2023 

Because this was a general education course, student major is also a consideration to be taken 

into account. In this course, the students participating in the survey reported their majors as 

follows: 

Biological Sciences   1 

Business Administration  1 

English  1 

Entrepreneurial Studies  2 

Environmental Science  2 

Mass Communications/ Broadcasting 1 

Political Science/ Pre Law 1 

Undecided 9 

With only one English major, this was a highly representative population for a literature general 

education course at Lindenwood University. That there were nine students reporting undecided 

as their major, of whom no more than three were first-year students per their self-reported 

academic year, is significant: these are students for whom this course could play an important 
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role in influencing their choice of major towards an English degree, if they find it compelling 

and valuable enough. Any of these students, with the exception of the one who has declared an 

English major, could also be a candidate for a minor or double major in English, again depending 

upon their experience of the course. Like many general education courses, this course therefore 

held significant potential for attracting students to the professor’s area of study, as well as 

holding importance for student retention and engagement more generally.  

Students then responded to eighteen questions about their prior experience with research 

assignments in general education humanities courses. Of the 18 participants, four reported they 

had never done research in a general education course, twelve reported they had done “some” 

research, one reported completing “a lot” and one responded n/a; their comfort levels with 

research (very, slightly, somewhat, not very) corresponded to their reported experience. At this 

point, the students participating in the survey dropped to seventeen. Nine reported they had 

limited experience coming up with their own research topics, and eight that they had often 

developed their own research topics. Eleven reported they were “fairly comfortable but I worry 

whether my topics are good” concerning coming up with their own topics, with one reporting 

they “prefer the professor offer a list of topics to choose from” and five finding it “challenging 

but rewarding” to develop their own topics. In terms of student reliance on professorial support 

for research projects, one reported they could not design and complete a project without full 

professorial supervision, two that they could complete a project of their own design but strongly 

preferred the professor guide it and offer feedback at every stage, eight that they can conduct 

independent research but prefer the professor offer multiple points of feedback, two that they can 

do an independently designed and executed project as long as there are fixed due dates and 

points of professorial feedback, and four that they strongly preferred the professor conduct the 

project in more hands-off fashion, to be consulted at the student’s need. Concerning the intrinsic, 

personal value students found in conducting prior humanities research, five reported they had 

never done a humanities research project, five that they had not found it to be personally 

valuable or rewarding, six that they had found it somewhat valuable and rewarding, and only one 

that they had found it very valuable and rewarding. Concerning their comfort level with open-

ended inquiry, two reported being “very uncomfortable,” five were “somewhat uncomfortable,” 

one was ‘neither comfortable nor uncomfortable,” six were “somewhat comfortable,” and three 

were “very comfortable.” And finally, regarding their preferences for having the professor tell 

them what to think about course material versus thinking for themselves, one strongly preferred 

the professor tell them what to think, six somewhat preferred the professor tell them what to 

think, four did not have a preference one way or the other, five somewhat preferred to decide for 

themselves what to think, and one strongly preferred to decide for themselves what to think. In 

all, then, this course consisted primarily of students who were moderately comfortable to 

uncomfortable with open-ended inquiry and thinking for themselves regarding course subject 

matter and with coming up with their own research ideas, and of students with none to moderate 

prior experience with research in a humanities general education course.  

The pre-gaming survey concluded with eleven questions about student experiences with playing 

video games prior to the course. To the question “how often do you play video games?” one 

responded “never,” two responded “rarely,” one responded “sometimes,” five responded “often,” 

one responded “a lot,” and seven responded “regularly.” Six had been playing video games “for 

more than fifteen years,” and all but one had played video games for at least five years. Eleven 

reported as being “very comfortable,” three as “fairly comfortable,” two as “somewhat 
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comfortable” and one as “not at all comfortable” with playing video games. Fourteen of the 

students had never played a video game for a class, and fifteen of the seventeen completing the 

survey had never used a video game to conduct research. The students in this class therefore had 

a relatively strong gaming background across the board, indicated a high level of proficiency and 

interest in gaming as a group, and with few exceptions had never played a video game for class 

or used gaming for research purposes, indicating this project would provide them with a unique 

and potentially engaging academic experience. 

Finally, figure 3 shows the breakdown of their self-reported focus while gaming. This 

information was important in determining how much direction the professor needed to give her 

students regarding what to pay attention to while they gamed for the class. Had these answers 

skewed mostly towards game mechanics, graphics, and winning, it would have hindered their 

attention to the game world, which is the primary focus of this assignment; fortunately, the 

distribution was fairly evenly spread across categories, with game world being in the top-three 

responses, indicating these students were intrinsically motivated to pay attention to the elements 

of gaming most important for the purposes of this project. 

Figure 3. breakdown of self-reported student focus in gaming 

On the first day of class, students were asked to respond to a series of questions about their 

expectations of and prior experiences with the course subject matter. Figure 4 shows the 

questions alongside representative responses from the 21 responses submitted. The responses not 

highlighted show answers that correspond to the observations regarding the challenges of 

teaching a general education course noted above, the single response bolded in red indicates a 

student who may struggle with this project, and those responses highlighted in yellow show 

answers that indicate those students will likely respond well to the course and/or project.  
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Figure 4. First day questions and representative student answers 

Overall, these students’ responses indicate they are a strongly representative sample of the 

typical population of a general education literature/humanities course at Lindenwood University 

concerning previous experience with and interest in course subject matter and general sentiment 

regarding course objectives and requirements, and therefore are a good sample population for 

this study. 

Process 

The entire graduate attribute assignment, start to finish, spanned ten weeks of the course, from 

week six through week fifteen. The basic structure of the project was as follows: 

1. Discussion of project and its components and orientation with a Research Specialist on 

using library databases to conduct research 

2. Follow-up with the professor in class for questions and requests for clarification on either 

the assignment or the research process, and to discuss possible games beyond those listed 

on the syllabus, for students who have already played those games and do not want to 

revisit them or students not interested in those games. Discussion of gaming resources on 

campus, especially the Gaming Lab. 

3. Pre-gaming survey 

4. One week of game play with gaming log and reflection assignments (in lieu of holding 

formal class sessions, because this is many hours of work.) 

5. Professor feedback on gaming logs, including possible research topics based on student 

game play 

6. Students select their topics and conduct research 
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7. Students complete an annotated bibliography 

8. Professor feedback on annotated bibliography/ quality of sources selected 

9. Post-gaming survey 

10. Students conduct follow-up research if needed; write up and submit report 

11. Professor feedback on final written product 

This process was so structured to allow students the freedom to develop and design their own 

research topic and question, while ensuring they had time to complete each step and received 

professorial feedback at each developmental stage of the project, especially regarding what 

games they could select—playing a video game that doesn’t have a strong tie to medieval 

aesthetics, history, or folklore in some way would sabotage a student’s project from the outset. 

Students were also encouraged to visit the professor during her office hours if they felt they 

needed more guidance and support.  

 

Unlike a more traditional approach to a research assignment in which a professor either assigns 

students a topic or preselects a set of topics for students to choose from, this study emphasized 

original student-generated inquiry. The author also wanted to avoid simply asking the students to 

select one of the texts read in class to research something about, because with medieval literature 

it is far too easy for them to find ideas and even entire essays online already. Therefore, this 

project required them to research a subject related to the course; however, that, too, could be 

readily located and simply used from an online or print source. Since one of the goals was to 

help students learn to engage with and be comfortable with open-ended thinking leading to an 

original question or set of questions, rather than searching for an answer to a particular question 

or problem from the get-go, this assignment was expressly designed to require students to begin 

by engaging in open-ended thinking without a clear focus or goal behind it. This was the purpose 

of the gaming and gaming log. 

 

Students submitted three gaming logs throughout the week in which they focused on gaming. 

Here are the instructions for that portion of the assignment: 

You are playing a medieval-themed video game to jumpstart academic inquiry towards 

generating a research topic for your paper for this course. I suggested Skyrim, Assassin’s 

Creed: Valhalla, Medieval Dynasty, Lord of the Rings Online, or Kingdom 

Come: Deliverance. You may use any medieval-themed video game. It does need to be a 

video game, not a tabletop RPG or other type of game. 

If you need help with gaming, or gaming materials, please see Michael Fetters in 

the Gaming Lab: https://www.lindenwood.edu/library/about-the-lindenwood-

library/media-gaming-lab/ 

You are required to play the game for 6-10 hours. You may play longer if you 

wish. I recommend splitting this into at least 3 sessions, rather than trying to marathon 

it—it will be easier to keep track of things you notice and what you did in those shorter 

sessions. 

You will be keeping a log each time you game throughout the week. Those logs 

should all be uploaded as Word documents to this same assignment portal—you won't 

see them all on your end, but don't worry—if you upload multiple files, I will see them 
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all. Do save your logs on your own computer or in the Cloud as backup in case there is 

any glitch or question later. 

For your initial gaming log, please note the following information: 

1. The game you are playing, and why you selected this one. 

2. What character you are playing (race/gender/class/occupation). If you were able to 

select and create your own character, why did you select this one? 

3. how long you played. 

4. What did you do during this session? Be as specific and detailed as possible without 

going overboard and giving a play-by-play. For example: 

—talked with a shopkeeper; purchased weapons and armor 

—traveled from [name of city] to [name of city] to [activity] 

—killed a soldier and was sent to prison 

—escaped prison by [fill in means by which you got out] 

—spoke to [character] about [thing] 

—killed a wolf and skinned it; sold the skin for coin at shop 

And so forth. Don't worry if you can't remember everything you did, and you don't 

necessarily have to log EVERYTHING—just make sure you hit the highlights and have a 

good number of log entries indicative of your interaction with the game world. 

6. Write a sentence or two about your impressions of the game world—what are you 

noticing about the graphics, about the game play, about the storyline, about the game 

map and navigation, at this point? 

7. Write a sentence or two about what you enjoyed most in this session, and what you 

want to tackle in the next session—what are you focusing on? 

8. Note anything particular you want to keep in mind about the game's relationship, or 

possible relationship, to the medieval world—any questions or comments/ 

observations you have at this point about this relationship, how the game relates to 

medieval concerns, etc. 

And that's it! Submit! 

For subsequent gaming logs, repeat #3-7 above. 

Again, you should aim for at least three logs, but more is always better. :) 

This part of the project is scored holistically on submission of at least three 

completed logs, whether those logs are complete/include all information requested, and 

the quality of your notes and observations/questions—don't go overboard noting every, 

single thing, but don't skimp, either. You know my standards, I know you can meet them.  

Have fun! 

Notice that in this assignment, students are simply asked to observe and record what they have 

done, without directing them to focus on anything in particular. There was no clear purpose here 

other than playing and observing their play. However, their answers to these prompts cued the 

professor in to intrinsic interests they displayed in their gaming choices, as well as what they 
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were interested in/ elected to record of their gaming, and those in turn provided the professor 

with the raw material to help the students shape their research agendas. 

 

Of the 21 students still enrolled in the class by this point in the semester, 18 completed the 

gaming logs. Figures 5 and 6 are anonymized representative samples from these students’ 

gaming logs, which provide a good example of how they went about this assignment, along with 

the professor’s feedback, which shows how she helps them convert their observations into 

possible research topics. As general education students with little if any background in medieval 

studies, they would almost certainly come up with far more limited options on their own; this 

project allowed the professor to help them harness their own interests and find ways those are 

resonant with the course subject matter, in an organic way that is less daunting than a traditional 

academic approach to identifying a research topic. They enjoyed gaming, and then the professor 

showed them how to use that experience to locate potential research questions that were 

intrinsically interesting to them through their gaming logs, cluing them in to how they might 

think about this project beyond the most familiar and not necessarily personally interesting 

possibilities (castles, royalty, chivalry, etc.) they might choose if left to their own devices 

regarding subject selection.   

 

Figure 5. Sample student gaming log 1 with professor’s feedback 
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Figure 6. Sample student gaming log 2 with professor’s feedback 

After they completed their gaming logs, students also completed a gaming reflection comprised 

of eight questions. This reflection took a metacognitive approach to help students more 

intentionally tap into their intrinsic interests and begin to connect their gaming experience to the 

course and course readings. Here is the prompt: 

Review your gaming logs from week eight, and respond thoughtfully, in narrative form, 

to the following questions: 

1. What did you notice the most about the game world's geography? 

2. What did you notice most about the game world's people/s? 

3. What did you notice most about the game world's play and mechanics? 

3. What did your character spend most of their time on while you were gaming/ what 

quests and adventures did you undertake? 

4. What did you tend to focus on--Exploring? Fighting/ Battle? Interacting with other 

characters? Making things? Killing things? Traveling? Cooking/eating? Shopping? 

5. What questions arose concerning the game world and/or the medieval world it mimics 

as you were playing (or, what questions arise as you are reviewing these game logs?) 
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6. What topics or subjects come up for you in reviewing this game log related to the 

medieval world paralleling this game world that you might be interested in learning more 

about? 

7. Was there anything in game that reminded you of anything from the readings so far 

this term? (do not have to be in the same culture or society that produced the text/s) 

8. What, if anything, did playing this game help you think about or (try to) understand 

about the medieval world? If it didn't, in reviewing your notes and thinking about your 

game play, is there anything now that it makes you consider or reconsider concerning our 

course materials so far? 

Submit your reflection to this assignment portal by Sunday,. March 5 at 11:59 p.m. 

This assignment is being scored holistically on completion and thoughtfulness in that 

completion--put some effort in it and answer all the questions, and you get full credit. 

17 of 21 students still enrolled in the class at that point in the semester completed the gaming 

reflection. Figures 7 and 8 are examples of the completed reflections, again with professorial 

feedback alerting students to the things she noticed they were focusing on which might make 

good research topics.  

 

Figure 7. Sample student reflection 1 with professorial feedback 
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Figure 8. Sample student reflection 2 with professorial feedback 

From here, the project shifted into high gear, with students selecting their topics and then 

conducting their research towards writing their annotated bibliographies. Here is a list of the 

subjects the students selected for their research projects: 

Medieval armor (x 2) 

Magic in the Middle Ages 

Medieval monasticism 

Medieval map-making and maps 

Christianity and religious intolerance of paganism in Medieval Europe 

Medieval trade routes 

Medieval science and technology 

Everyday life in the Middle Ages 

Women Viking Warriors  

Relationships between the Vikings and the Anglo-Saxons  

Social class and mobility in medieval Europe 

Climate in medieval Nordic countries 

Knightly training practices 

Medieval alchemy 

This is a substantially more varied and more interesting list than might typically be expected 

from general education students with little to no familiarity with the Middle Ages prior to taking 

the course; in fact, it is a list of subjects that would be impressive generated in an upper-division 

course. It is also a list that very clearly reflects personal interests in its variety and specificity, 
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and revisiting the list of self-reported majors from the Participants section of this article shows 

there is a high likelihood that their gaming logs and reflections, combined with professorial 

feedback, enabled some students to select subjects related in some way to their majors as well as 

to other areas of personal interest. For example, medieval trade routes and social class and 

mobility could be interesting to someone in business administration or entrepreneurial studies; 

climate in Nordic countries could be interested to someone in environmental sciences; and so 

forth.  

 

The next phase of the assignment, the penultimate one to the writing of the report, itself, was the 

annotated bibliography. This is typically an assignment used in upper-division courses, but that 

in particular for students who are unfamiliar with a subject and struggle with writing, is an 

invaluable means by which to collect their sources and figure out how they work together prior 

to writing. Here are the instructions, together with examples from annotated bibliographies 

generated by students in other classes, that the professor provided students with for this 

assignment: 

In preparation for your research project, you will identify 6-8 secondary sources that 

might be useful in developing their project. You must use the University databases/ 

credible scholarly sources like books written by experts and peer-reviewed articles for at 

least half 3-(4 ) of the sources for your project. You will explain in a brief annotation to 

each bibliographic entry what kinds of information each source provides and how it helps 

you understand more about your topic. The citations must be completed in MLA, APA, 

or Chicago format.  

We completed a library research workshop in class during week six. If you would 

benefit from more help with using the library databases for research, please reach out to 

the LARC research specialists! They are here to help you! 

Directions 

The purpose of an annotated bibliography is to provide a brief description of each source, 

noting its usefulness and relevance in the investigation you are conducting. A well-done 

annotated bibliography should make the actual development/writing up of your research 

project significantly easier, because you have already determined what each source 

offers, and how you intend to employ it (or not) in your essay. 

There are essentially two steps to creating an annotated bibliographic entry: 

1. Cite the book, article, document, or website using the appropriate style (in this 

case, MLA, APA, or Chicago). 

2. Write a concise summary of the contents of each book or article. Include one or 

more sentences that (a) evaluate the authority and/or background of the author 

(credibility), (b) describe how this source illuminates or complicates your topic 

(c) explain how you will use the source for your project and (d) compare or 

contrast this work with others you have cited in terms of what they offer about the 

subject. Entries may include targeted quotes from the source that help 

contextualize your choice to use them in your research. 

Below are a few examples of annotated bibliographic entries: 
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Britanniacoinco. “Minting Technology through the Ages.” The Britannia Coin 

Company of Royal Wootton Bassett, 17 Nov. 2020, 

https://britanniacoincompany.com/blog/minting-technology-through-the-ages/. 

Britannia coin company is a coin dealership company that buys and sells a wide range 

of rare, interesting, and collectible coins from around the world. Those that work for 

this company are members of the BNTA or British Numismatic Trade Association 

that holds the reputation of the trade with alerts and hazards such as stolen coins and 

forgeries to offer more reassurance. This source offers information on the first coins, 

refining techniques, and the minting and clipping of coins. I will be using this source 

alongside “Medieval Coin Making”, “Medieval Money”, and “Medieval Money and 

Coins” to compare and combine information about the first coins and how they were 

created.  

Godfrey, Esther. “‘Jane Eyre’, from Governess to Girl Bride.” Studies in English 

Literature, 1500-1900, vol. 45, no. 4, 2005, pp. 853–71.  

Dr. Esther Godfrey is an Associate Professor in English at the University of South 

Carolina Upstate with a specialty in nineteenth-century British literature and women’s 

and gender studies. “The plot conventions of Jane’s rise to fortune and the marriage 

union that concludes the novel suggests conservative affirmations of class and gender 

identities that seemingly contradict the novel’s more disruptive aspects.” Godfrey is 

exploring the shifts in gender roles for Jane throughout the novel and how she was 

placed into a middle class (wealthy) family as a child in which she didn’t fit in. But 

then she was sent away to a low-class school where there were no gender roles. After 

her time at school, Jane was then thrown into real life where the position she wanted 

required her femininity to be at the forefront of her character, which is something she 

was never taught. Godfrey argues that “gender identities are inseparable from Jane’s 

working-class affiliations” and that Jane’s character development throughout the 

novel is a mix of her own self and also being pulled in a million directions by society. 

This source will add to my research essay by giving a perspective on character 

development within questionable gender roles. 

Thomas, Bronwen. “What Is Fanfiction and Why Are People Saying Such Nice 

Things about It??” Storyworlds: A Journal of Narrative Studies, vol. 3, University of 

Nebraska Press, 2011, pp. 1–24, https://doi.org/10.5250/storyworlds.3.2011.0001. 

In this article, Bronwen Thomas’ exploration of fanfiction encompasses many 

important discussions about the topic, including the history of fanfiction, how it 

makes us rethink basic narratological concepts, and the value of studying fanfiction 

through the lens of literature, versus that of anthropology or psychology. Thomas 

specifically seeks to understand how fanfiction is situated in the context of 

methodology and literature, rivaling much of the other existing academic studies on 

fanfiction, which understand the topic through a sociological and psychoanalytical 

perspective. This article is thus commenting on the practices of fanfiction, not the 

individuals who write them. Thomas’ research provides me with an excellent basis to 
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explain just how creative writing has developed within fanfiction communities, and 

additionally how fanfiction is breaking boundaries within creative writing. 

13 of the 21 students completed the annotated bibliography. Figures 9-11 are examples of 

completed annotated bibliographies with professorial feedback.  

 

Figure 9. Sample annotated bibliography 1 with professorial feedback 
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Figure 10. Sample annotated bibliography 2 with professorial feedback 

 

Figure 11. Sample annotated bibliography 3 with professorial feedback 
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After the annotated bibliographies were submitted and received feedback, students completed the 

post-gaming survey and had three weeks to complete the final written project for this graduate 

attribute signature assignment.  

Results 

In this study, a total of 25 students initially enrolled in the course. Throughout the semester, 21 

students successfully completed the course, representing an 84% retention rate. To evaluate their 

engagement in the pre-gaming phase, 18 students agreed to participate in a survey. However, one 

student dropped out before reaching the halfway mark, leaving a total of 17 students who 

completed the survey. Among the 21 students who remained enrolled at the end of the term, 15 

students successfully completed the project, yielding a completion rate of 71.4%. The breakdown 

of grades for the major components of the assignment is as follows: 

1. Gaming Log: 

• Complete: 18 students achieved an A grade. 

• Incomplete: 3 students received an F grade. 

2. Gaming Reflection: 

• Complete: 17 students earned an A grade. 

• Incomplete: 4 students received an F grade. 

3.  Annotated Bibliography (Letter Grade): 

• A: 12 students 

• B: 1 student 

• F: 8 students 

4. Final Project (Letter Grade): 

• A: 3 students 

• B: 7 students 

• C: 5 students 

• D: 0 students 

• F: 6 students 

These findings indicate a generally high level of engagement and completion among the students 

who remained enrolled. The majority of students successfully completed the gaming log and 

reflection tasks. However, the annotated bibliography component exhibited a wider range of 

grades, with fewer students attaining high marks. Similarly, the overall final project grades 

demonstrated a varied distribution, with a notable number of students achieving lower grades. 

Preliminarily these results are evenly divided between the “fun” aspects of the assignment 

(gaming log and gaming reflection) and the “hard” aspects of the assignment (annotated 

bibliography and report) and thus may indicate students’ comfort levels with the more academic 

components. However, the students’ varied levels of success in different aspects of the 

assignment suggest a need for further examination of the factors influencing performance in the 

annotated bibliography and final project components.  

Following the completion of the gaming phase, a post-gaming survey was administered to assess 

the students' experience with the approach of using gaming to develop their research projects. 16 

students initiated the survey, with 15 of them providing complete responses. The survey aimed to 

measure their engagement with the project, as well as evaluate the extent to which it aligned with 

the graduate attributes and RISE goals of the course. 
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16 students began the post-gaming survey and 15 of them completed all answers. Here is a 

summary of their responses to the questions about their experience with this approach to using 

gaming to develop a research project. These questions were developed to measure their 

engagement with and experience of both the project, itself, and the graduate attributes and RISE 

goals. 

 

The survey responses revealed the following summary of students' experiences and engagement: 

 

1. “Were you able to locate a topic, or several topics, for research through your gaming 

experience in this class?” (15 students responding): 

• Yes: 15 

• No: 0 

2. “How helpful was the process of gaming and reflection in coming up with a topic of 

research for this class?” (16 students responding): 

• Not helpful at all: 1 

• Slightly helpful: 2 

• Moderately helpful: 4 

• Very helpful: 9  

3. “In comparison to other approaches to identifying a topic you’ve used in the past, was the 

use of gaming to come up with a research topic effective for you? (16 students 

responding): 

• No: 2 

• Somewhat: 3 

• Yes: 11 

All students who responded to the first question self-reported as successful in locating topics for 

their research through the gaming experience in the class. The process of gaming and reflection 

was perceived as highly beneficial by the majority of students, with 9 students finding it very 

helpful. Moreover, when comparing this approach to other methods they had used in the past, a 

significant number of students (11 out of 16) considered the use of gaming to be effective in 

identifying their research topics. These responses highlight the positive impact of incorporating 

gaming as a means to inspire and generate research ideas among students. The findings suggest 

that the gaming process facilitated topic discovery and offered a valuable alternative to 

traditional approaches, aligning with the objectives of promoting engagement, critical thinking, 

and original research within the course. 

 

Regarding the students' level of interest and the significance of the professor's input in the 

research topic selection process, the survey results revealed the following responses: 

 

1. “Did you find yourself immediately interested in one or more topics identified in your 

gaming experience and/or reflection without, or prior to, the professor’s input?” (16 

students responding): 

• No: 3 

• Yes: 13 

2. “How significant was the professor’s input on your gaming reflections in aiding you to 

decide on a research topic?” (16 students responding): 

  • Very; I could not have located a topic without the professor’s input: 3 
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• Somewhat; I had located several possibilities and the professor’s input helped 

me select one: 7 

• Somewhat; I knew which topic I was leaning toward and the professor’s input 

validated that: 6 

3. “How comfortable were you with completing the research on it once you selected a topic 

based on your gaming and reflection? Select all that apply” (16 students responding): 

• Very, once the topic was identified, because I was interested in it and wanted to 

learn more: 7 

• Very, once the topic was identified, because I felt empowered to research 

something I wanted to instead of something assigned to me: 4 

• Somewhat, once the topic was identified, because I knew where to start with my 

research: 6 

• Somewhat, once the topic was identified, because I wasn't interested in anything 

in the game and just needed something to research: 1 

These responses indicate that the majority of students (13 out of 16) immediately found 

themselves interested in one or more topics identified during their gaming experience and/or 

reflection, even without prior input from the professor. Additionally, professorial input was 

perceived as significant in aiding student decision-making processes with varying degrees of 

influence. Some students credited the professor's input as essential in their topic selection, while 

others found it helpful in validating their own preferences. 

 

The students reported a high level of comfort in completing the research once a topic was 

identified. The majority expressed strong motivation to conduct their research due to their 

genuine interest in the chosen topic and the sense of empowerment in researching something of 

their own choice. Others felt comfortable because they knew where to start their research. Only 

one student indicated a relatively lower level of comfort, having selected a topic mainly out of 

necessity rather than personal interest.  

 

In comparison to the student experience with research in other general education courses, the 

survey responses provide insights into their research experience and levels of enjoyment, time 

spent on research, excitement/interest in completing the project, and confidence in their research 

and project. 

 

1. "Compared to research you have done for other gen ed courses, how was the research 

experience on your selected topic for this course?" (16 students responding): 

• No more enjoyable: 4 students 

• Somewhat more enjoyable: 3 students 

• Significantly more enjoyable: 9 students 

2. "Compared to research you have done for other projects, which of the following seems 

true?" (16 students responding): 

• I spent significantly less time researching: 0 students 

• I did just the same amount of research: 7 students 

• Elaboration: 

• It was hard to find research on the topic: 3 students 

• I procrastinated and did not have the time to do the research I 

wanted to: 2 students 
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• I did enough research to meet the assignment criteria and 

stopped: 3 students 

• I wanted to do research but didn't have time: 1 student 

• I had too much else to do and didn't prioritize this research: 

1student 

• I found myself doing more research: 9 students 

• Elaboration: 

• I found a lot of good research on the subject: 2 students 

• I was more interested in the topic, so I spent more time looking it 

up: 6 students 

• I enjoyed learning about the topic and lost track of time: 1 student 

3. "You have used gaming to identify a topic, and completed research and an annotated 

bibliography; all that is left now is to write up your results and submit your final 

assignment. How excited/interested are you at this point in completing your research 

project and sharing your formal research project with the professor?" (16 students 

responding): 

• Not at all: 2 students 

• Somewhat: 3 students 

• Moderately: 11 students 

• Very: 0 students 

4. "How confident are you in your research and research project for this class at this point?" 

(16 students responding): 

• Not at all: 0 students 

• Somewhat: 7 students 

• Moderately: 5 students 

• Very: 4 students 

5. "How do your answers to the previous two questions compare to your experiences with 

research work conducted for other general education courses in terms of your interest in 

completing and sharing the project with your professor and your confidence in your 

research?" (16 students responding): 

• I am significantly less interested and confident in this project: 0 students 

• I am somewhat less interested and confident in this project: 2 students 

• I am about the same in terms of my interest and confidence in this project: 5 

students 

• I am somewhat more interested and confident in this project: 5 students 

• I am significantly more interested and confident in this project: 4 students 

These responses indicate that students found the research experience on the selected topic for this 

course more enjoyable compared to research they had conducted in other general education 

courses. While the time spent on research varied, with some students conducting more research 

due to interest in the topic, others completing the required amount, and a few facing challenges 

in finding relevant materials, overall, students expressed moderate to high levels of 

excitement/interest and confidence in completing and sharing their research project with the 

professor. A significant number of students reported increased interest and confidence in this 

project compared to their experiences with research in other general education courses. 

 

The survey concluded with the following questions and responses: 
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1. "How likely are you to research further on the topic you selected for this research project 

beyond your project for this class?" (16 students responding): 

• Not at all: 6 students 

• Fairly likely: 8 students 

• Extremely likely: 2 students 

2. "Did you find yourself more interested/invested in your topic for this research project 

than you expected to be?" (16 students responding): 

• No: 5 students 

• Somewhat: 4 students 

• Yes: 7 students 

3. "Overall, and concerns about grades aside, how intellectually valuable/rewarding have 

you found this research to be on a personal level?" (16 students responding): 

• Not personally valuable/rewarding: 2 students 

• Somewhat personally valuable/rewarding: 8 students 

• Very personally valuable/rewarding: 6 students 

 

The responses indicate a mixed range of likelihood to continue researching the chosen topic 

beyond the requirements of the course, with a majority of students (8 out of 16) expressing a fair 

likelihood of further exploration. However, a significant number of students (7 out of 16) found 

themselves more interested or invested in their research topic than they had initially expected.  

On a personal level, while a small number of students (2 out of 16) did not find the research 

personally valuable or rewarding, the majority (14 out of 16) expressed varying degrees of 

personal value and reward, with 8 students finding it somewhat valuable/rewarding and 6 

students finding it very valuable/rewarding. 

Discussion 

The purpose of the study at the center of this article was to determine the effectiveness of using 

gaming as a means to jump-start the major research project in a general education literature 

course in 1. Helping to retain students 2. Keeping them engaged 3. Resulting in better work and 

4. Resulting in a successful and positive learning experience and outcome in comparison to a 

traditional academic approach to this work. This effectiveness was to be measured via student 

survey and reflection, professorial assessment of the quality and quantity of student work, and 

the number of students who persisted with the project and the course. The assignment at the 

center of this study was the signature assignment for The Medieval World general education 

literature course, which was aligned with the Lindenwood University graduate attributes of 

analytical thinker, adaptable problem-solving, effective communication, and lifelong learning, 

and pedagogical goals for rigor, inclusiveness, support, and engagement.  

 

In all, 21 of 23 students initially enrolled in the class following the add/drop period retained to 

the end of the semester, resulting in a retention rate of 91.3%. Of those students, three completed 

the semester with a grade of AF, attendance failure. Of the 21 students still enrolled when the 

projects were due, 15 submitted the project. However, adjusting for the three students with 

attendance failure who had essentially stopped taking the course, this raises the completion rate 

to 15 of 18, or 83.3%. Looking deeper at the completion rates of all components of the project, 

all of the students except those three AF individuals submitted their gaming logs, all but one 
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beyond those who had stopped attending submitted their gaming reflection, thirteen submitted 

their annotated bibliographies, and fifteen students submitted the final project. This reveals that 

while nearly all of the students engaged with the initial project components that required less 

“academic” work, when it came to those assignments requiring more writing and additional skills 

such as bibliographic work and structuring an essay, fewer students remained engaged. Adjusted 

for the students no longer attending class by this point, however, reveals that five students did 

not complete the annotated bibliography, which corrected to only two students not completing 

the final project, itself. These results suggest that overall, using gaming to jumpstart the research 

project successfully met the goal to retain and engage students in the assignment and the course. 

 

Continuing the focus on engagement and adding the question of quality and quantity of student 

work, in addition to the relatively high level of completion of the project, students 

overwhelmingly wrote significantly more for the project components than they otherwise would 

have on, for example, a traditional 3-5 page paper. The average number of words submitted per 

student for the gaming log was 1,063; for the gaming reflection, 527; for the annotated 

bibliography, 967 and for the final project, 1,255. This was in addition to other writing produced 

for this class (discussion boards, a compare/contrast essay, and a historical contexts essay, plus 

in-class ungraded writing). For a general education, 200-level literature course, this is a 

substantial output in terms of writing for students, yet the professor received no feedback that 

there was too much writing, which is under normal circumstances a common comment in her 

course evaluations and end-of-course reflection assignments in her general education literature 

classes. The students completing this project appear not to have perceived the amount of writing 

they were doing as being onerous, and this can in preliminary fashion be attributed to their 

perception of the gaming logs and reflection not counting as “real writing” despite the level of 

cognitive engagement these assignment required of them. In addition to the quantity of work 

completed, the quality of student work on this project is also clearly evidenced in the grade 

distribution, more so in the first three elements of the project, but the final project also skews 

measurably towards above average to excellent work. Significantly, all of the failing grades 

across the project were due to non-submission of work, and therefore none of the Fs on any 

component was attributable to either plagiarism or the use of ChatGPT/ AI to write the 

assignment. This indicates the assignment’s strength as one for which students want to complete 

their own work rather than resort to cheating, which corroborates it as a means of promoting 

engagement and rigor. The project was therefore successful in meeting the goal of improving 

both quantity and quality of student work.  

 

Regarding the efficacy of using gaming to jumpstart student research, in the post-survey 15 of 

the 16 students responding reported the approach was somewhat to very helpful, with one 

student reporting it was “not at all” helpful. This student, however, self-disclosed to the professor 

that he had responded with “not at all” because he already knew what he wanted to research prior 

to beginning the gaming process. 14 of the 16 respondents further found this approach effective 

in comparison to other approaches they have used in the past, again one of those who reported 

not finding it as effective being the same who already knew what he wanted to research and 

therefore, not answering this question based on the gaming experience. These responses indicate 

that per student perception, this approach was highly effective in achieving its aims. 
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Regarding measurement of student progress towards attaining the graduate attributes and RISE 

goals this project was designed to support, the author finds that the assignment was 

encouragingly successful. Clearly, this assignment was designed for rigor, with multiple 

components requiring several skills and competencies that were spread across a long period of 

time within the semester. Students responded positively to that rigor, as evidenced in the quality 

and quantity of work completed. That the pre-project survey indicated a mixed comfort level 

concerning students’ perception of their ability to come up with a research topic, while on the 

post-survey they unanimously reported having been able to do so, indicates increased comfort 

with independent and critical thinking; and that most students reported they felt somewhat to 

very confident in their ability to complete the project after completing the gaming logs and 

reflection and selecting a topic indicates adaptive problem-solving and that they felt supported to 

succeed. Students’ self-reported greater interest in their research subject in comparison to other 

classes indicates that the professor’s focus on inclusiveness in helping them use their intrinsic 

interests and the things they naturally gravitate toward in gaming to locate their research topic 

was successful. That 12 of the 16 reported their research experience in this class was more 

enjoyable than that conducted for other research classes, that 9 of the 16 reported they did 

significantly more research for this assignment than they did for other research assignments, and 

that 14 of 16 reported greater interest in completing and sharing their work for this project in 

comparison to work undertaken in other classes indicates the project’s effectiveness at promoting 

engagement. And that 10 of the 16 reported being fairly or very likely to research further into 

their topic beyond this class indicates that this project supports the goal of cultivating lifelong 

learners.  

 

This study has many limitations and areas in which improvements can be made. As this is the 

first time the author has conducted this type of pedagogical research, and there were so many 

variables that could be measured, this study is self-evidently too capacious in scope;  future such 

efforts will be scaled back to measure one or two elements at a time. The study was conducted in 

a single class, which limits the results both in number of participants and in terms of effective 

comparison against other classes. Conducting similar studies in several courses, and doing so in 

courses which do, and do not, feature this project, will provide better means by which to measure 

its effectiveness as a means of promoting greater student retention, engagement, success, and 

satisfaction in general education literature courses in comparison to more traditional approaches. 

There were few control variables involved in this study, rendering the results, however 

encouraging, tentative in nature. With more experience, the author will better design the pre- and 

post-surveys, and a third survey following the completion and submission of the final project, 

itself might be a useful addition.  Finally, while the retention and engagement results examined 

here are self-evidently positive and successful, beyond the students reporting their experiences 

with it in comparison to their other research projects the author is not convinced these can be 

confidently attributed to the assignment, itself, pointing to the biggest flaw in this study. In 

future, developing ways by which to measure more explicitly the effect of this project in 

association with other aspects of the class would resolve this issue. 

 

In conclusion, these and any other limitations notwithstanding, based on this preliminary study 

the use of video gaming in this general education English course to harness students’ intrinsic 

interests through game play, help students foster connections between those interests and course 

subject matter, and employment of metacognitive reflection to help them develop a line of 
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original inquiry leading to an independently completed research project, demonstrates clear 

success. The majority of students completing this project put far more time and effort into their 

work for this course than is typically the case with students in the author’s past general education 

literature courses, measurable both by word counts and quality of submitted work. The majority 

of the students completing the survey who followed through with the project reported they were 

more engaged, more interested, and more confident in their research for this course than in other 

courses, and a substantial number indicated this assignment has strengths in developing lifelong 

learning habits. The majority of students who remained engaged in this project through its 

completion clearly demonstrated the graduate attributes it sought to foster and responded to the 

RISE pillars embedded throughout this project. That no student submitting work at any stage of 

the project made use of Chat GPT/ AI or other means of cheating recommends this approach as 

one that fosters a desire to complete their own work. And the project completion rate 

demonstrates it as a retention strength.  

 

Circling back to the bigger-picture institutional concerns with student retention and engagement 

discussed at the beginning of this article, while the surveys employed in this study did not ask 

about students’ Pell grant or socioeconomic status, there was not a large race/ ethnicity 

distribution, and only three students reported being first-generation, the gender breakdown in this 

class of a majority of the students identifying as male, coupled with the retention rate, suggests 

that using gaming to jumpstart the research project was an effective means of engaging and 

retaining male students in this literature course. A majority of the students completing the survey 

reported finding the assignment valuable and indicated it gave them an interest they would 

follow through on beyond the class, demonstrating strong satisfaction. The overall course 

retention rate was very strong, 21 of 23 students, and of those, only 1 earned a D and 1 an F; 

however, the number of attendance failures, 3, is higher than the author would like for it to be. In 

any future studies attempted these elements will be investigated more closely to ascertain more 

precisely what role, if any, this project plays in them, with an eye to continuing to develop this 

and similar assignments for general education courses in the interest of supporting success across 

these several student demographics. 

Finally, this project also demonstrates in preliminary fashion that humanities research in the 

general education classroom holds value for students leading to retention and engagement when 

it is undertaken to intentionally pull together their interests, course subject matter, and university 

graduate attributes, using RISE as the foundation for course and project design. This is another 

area in which future research may yield important insights. 
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